Enhancing speech envelope by integrating hair-cell adaptation into cochlear implant processing.
Cochlear implants (CIs) bypass some of the mechanisms that underlie normal neural behavior as occurs in acoustic hearing. One such neural mechanism is short-term adaptation, which has been proposed to have a significant role in speech perception. Acoustically-evoked neural adaptation has been mainly attributed to the depletion of neurotransmitter in the hair-cell to auditory-nerve synapse and is therefore not fully present in CI stimulation. This study evaluated a signal processing method that integrated a physiological model of hair-cell adaptation into CI speech processing. The linear high-pass adaptation process expanded the range of rapid variations of the electrical signal generated by the clinical processing strategy. Speech perception performance with the adaptation-based processing was compared to that of the clinical strategy in seven CI users. While there was large variability across subjects, the new processing improved sentence recognition and consonant identification scores in quiet in all the tested subjects with an average improvement of 8% and 6% respectively. Consonant recognition scores in babble noise were improved at the higher signal-to-noise ratios tested (10 and 6 dB) only. Information transfer analysis of consonant features showed significant improvements for manner and place of articulation features, but not for voicing. Enhancement of within-channel envelope cues was confirmed by consonant recognition results obtained with single-channel strategies that presented the overall amplitude envelope of the signal on a single active electrode. Adaptation-inspired envelope enhancement techniques can potentially improve perception of important speech features by CI users.